SQUARe UP CHROME FACE PLATE TO OUTSIDE OF #2 DOOR SECTION & BETWEEN EMBOSSEMENTS WITH THE PROTECTIVE PEEL OFF FILM ON THE OUTSIDE. ATTACH TO THE DOOR SECTION USING #10 SHEET METAL SCREWS. THE FOUR PRE-PUNCHED HOLES ON THE OUTSIDE EDGES OF THE PLATE ARE PROVIDED FOR THIS PURPOSE. (DO NOT OVER TIGHTEN)

USING THE MOUNTED FACE PLATE AS A TEMPLATE, DRILL THE THREE CENTRE HOLES (THE SAME SIZE AS STAINLESS STEEL FACE PLATE HOLES) COMPLETELY THROUGH THE DOOR, MAKING SURE THAT THE DRILL IS HELD LEVEL AND STRAIGHT.

NOTE: ILLUSTRATION SHOWS A SINGLE WIDE DOOR. FOR WIDER DOORS, THE LOCK MAY BE MOUNTED IN THE CENTRE OF THE DOOR IF DESIRED.

#10 X 1/2" SHEET METAL SCREWS

LEFT EMBOSSEMENT

STAINLESS STEEL FACE PLATE

CENTRE EMBOSSEMENT

LEFT SIDE OF DOOR

ACtUATOR MUST BE INSTALLED AS ILLUSTRATED WITH THE HIGH POINT ON THE RIGHT HAND SIDE.

ACTUATOR MUST BE INSTALLED AS ILLUSTRATED WITH THE HIGH POINT ON THE RIGHT HAND SIDE.

CABLE SHOULD BE TIGHTENED AS MUCH AS POSSIBLE WITHOUT COMPRESSING SPRING.

1/4" X 3/4" SELF DRILLING SCREWS

1/4 X 7/8 LAG SCREW

1/4" X 3/4" SELF DRILLING SCREWS

1/4" X 3/4" SELF DRILLING SCREWS

DOOR HANDLE MOUNTING BOLTS

INSIDE FACE PLATE

DOOR

OUTSIDE CHROME LOCK

OUTSIDE STAINLESS STEEL FACE PLATE

FACE PLATE MOUNTING HOLES (OPPOSITE HOLES NOT VISIBLE)

INSIDE HANDLE STOP LIMITER

LOCK CLIP

INSIDE HANDLE

LEFT CATCH ASSEMBLY

RIGHT CATCH ASSEMBLY

#2 END HINGE

VERTICAL TRACK

CATCH STRIKER

SPRING

CABLE

LOCK CLIP

END OF LOCK DAGGER

CABLE

"U" CLIP

1/4 X 7/8 LAG SCREW
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Door Lock

Installation Instructions